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So you can grow your business & stay compliant.
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We can help your business avoid big fines & 
other negative exposure by ensuring that your 
pricing & discounts comply with competition law. 

Let us be your strategic pricing compliance
expert and advisory partner.
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o Is your business market leading?

o Do your customers consider your product a 'must have’?

o Do you sell a product with a market share of 40-50% or more?

o Would a substantial share of your customers still buy your
product if you raised prices by 10%?

If so, then congratulations. This probably means that you have

succeeded in creating a product that your customers really value.

It may, however, also be an indication that your business has

substantial market power in the eyes of competition authorities.

If competition authorities consider your business to be in a

dominant position as a result of substantial market power, you

risk very harsh sanctioning if your pricing & discounts infringe

competition law.

Can you answer YES to at least one of the

following questions…



Fines & other negative exposure

If your business were to be guilty of pricing abuse, it may face:

o Fines of up to 10% of annual group turnover

o Claims for damages from competitors for loss of profit due to
your infringement

o Negative publicity & bad press

How we can add value to your business

o We can provide you with a risk-assessment of whether your

business is likely to be considered dominant from a

competition law perspective.

o If you have a dominant position, we can give you clear &

operational guidance on how to structure your pricing &

discounts so you don’t infringe competition law.
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It is a common myth in business that competition rules

prohibiting abuse of dominance apply only to monopoly

companies in industries like energy and telecoms and to huge

multi-nationals like Facebook & Google.

This is not the case. Competition authorities will assess your

business' market power through a definition of the relevant

market from a competition law perspective.

You could be dominant in your niche market

Competition authorities often define very narrow markets that

do not reflect how businesses see the markets themselves. This

means that your business could be dominant in a hypothetical

niche market where you particularly excel.

Unfortunately, in practice, you cannot simply ask the competition

authority to quickly confirm whether you are dominant or not.

We can help you with the assessment through
our expertise & experience.



We experience that market leading companies increasingly face

competitors & customers who actively use competition law to

restrict the market leading company's pricing behavior. By way of

example, if you win a big customer previously supplied by a

competitor, that competitor may have nothing to lose by

submitting a complaint to the competition authorities claiming

that you won the customer by unfair pricing abuse or unlawful

discounts.

In the same vein, a customer may threaten you with a complaint if

you do not offer him the same price as he has heard you give to

another customer.

Your competitors and customers may use 

competition law against you 
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Let us help you to stay compliant and be able to 
respond confidently to any such challenge. 
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The five-point check list for 

compliant pricing

Pricing abuse can take many forms.

A common feature of abusive pricing will usually be that the

pricing behavior seeks to leverage market power either to exclude

rivals on your own market or distort competition on the

customer's market.

In our experience, most illegal pricing practices can be avoided, if

you are able to answer NO to the following five questions.

1. Are you pricing below cost?

2. Are you offering conditional discounts with a substantial
loyalty-building effect?

3. Are you price discriminating customers that compete with
each other with the effect of placing one of them at a
substantial disadvantage?

4. Are you engaging in price tying/bundling by granting a
discount on a dominant product only if the customer buys
other products?

5. Are you supplying an essential wholesale product to
companies that you compete with at retail level? And if so,
does the price of your wholesale product make it impossible
for these companies to compete with you for end-customers?



It is rarely possible to answer these five questions in the abstract

without a detailed look at the pricing policy and mechanics of the

discount scheme.

In this guide, we:

o present the general framework for how to answer the five
questions.

o give you 6 practical tips for efficient pricing compliance.
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1. Pricing below cost

One of the most basic forms of pricing abuse is pricing below cost

– also known as predatory pricing.

The intuition behind the prohibition against predatory pricing is

that a dominant company will have little interest in loss-

generating sales other than to eliminate its competitors. Then it

can raise prices again with no competitors to worry about.

Competition authorities will investigate predatory pricing by

seeing whether the dominant company’s prices respect certain

cost benchmarks. Importantly, these benchmarks will often be

different to those the company uses for pricing decisions and

accounting purposes.

Ensuring that short-term costs are covered

The competition authority will firstly make use of a low, short-

term profitability benchmark („SPB”). If prices are below the SPB

the company may be seen as deliberately incurring losses to drive

out competitors. The calculation of the specific SPB may vary

depending on business model and cost structure.



Traditionally, the SPB has been the Average Variable Costs (AVC),

that is the average of costs that vary depending on the quantities

produced. More refined benchmarks have since been considered

by way of Average Avoidable Costs (AAC), that is the average of

the costs that could have been avoided if the company had not

produced a discrete amount of (extra) output. Yet another SPB

that has been used in cases where the dominant company

selectively targets its competitors’ biggest customers is Average

Incremental Costs (AIC), that is costs that disappear in the short or

medium term if that particular business activity within the

company is given up.

However, don’t worry about getting lost in the many acronyms

and definitions. The important thing is to focus on how the

company can demonstrate that prices are indeed covering costs

at a level showing that it is not deliberately incurring losses in

order to drive out a competitor.

We can help you with this.
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Keeping a watchful eye on covering long term costs

Pricing above short term costs is not, however, a safe harbour

against predatory pricing. Competition authorities may still find

pricing abuse in certain conditions if prices are below a long term

profitability benchmark („LPB”). The finding of pricing abuse at

prices below the LPB (but above the SPB) requires that there is

other evidence to suggest that the pricing behaviour is indented

to eliminate a competitor or that equally efficient rivals will be

marginalised.

Traditionally, the LPB has been the Average Total Costs (ATC), that

is the average of all variable and fixed costs. Another benchmark

has since been suggested by of the Long Run Average

Incremental Costs (LRAIC). LRAIC comprises the average of all the

(variable and fixed) costs that a company incurs to produce a

particular product(range) but excludes common costs that are not

saved if the product range discontinues.

Again, the important thing is not to get lost in the many acronyms

and definitions but to focus on finding a credible benchmark that

reflects the company’s long term costs for the relevant product

range.

We can help you with this.



Practical approaches for avoiding illegal below-cost pricing

Here are two practical approaches that you may consider.

The simple approach

Keep all prices above the long term profitability benchmark by

way of the ATC.

The slightly less simple but more flexible approach

In order to give the business the flexibility to target certain

important customers with low prices while at the same time

maintaining a low risk of non-compliance, you may consider this

two-step approach – also illustrated in Figure 1:

1. No individual customer prices below AIC: Allow the business

to price below the long term profitability benchmark (ATC) but

still above the short term profitability benchmark (AIC) for

certain individual customers.

2. Aggregate average price on product(range) above ATC: Ensure

that aggregated average prices based on prices to all

customers within that product(range) cover the ATC. In other

words, if certain customers within the product-range pay a

price below ATC, other customers have to pay a price (well)

above ATC to balance things out. When adopting this

approach, do not forget to check for unlawful price

discrimination (see Section 3).
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Figure 1: An approach to avoiding illegally pricing below
cost

Long term
profitability
benchmark

(ATC)  

Short term 
profitability 
benchmark 

(AIC)

Individual customer prices
above AIC.

Aggregate average price on
product(range) above ATC.

1

2



2. Conditional discounts

Judging by the number of cases pursued by competition

authorities, conditional discounts are probably the most common

form of pricing abuse. And by the same token, a high-risk area for

any business with potentially dominant products or services.

Conditional discounts may be described as pricing structures that

are non-linear – meaning that in one way or another you are

offering the customer a lower price as volume increases.

Your business may naturally want to offer conditional discounts in

order to incentivise customers to purchase more. However, if the

mechanism of the discount results in too strong a loyalty-inducing

effect, competition authorities will consider it abusive.

Generally avoid retroactive ('all unit') discounts 

You will generally want to avoid discounts that are triggered once

the customer reaches a certain volume threshold and where the

discount applies to already purchased units during a reference

period. So-called retroactive discounts or 'all unit' discounts.

Szecskay Attorneys at Law 17
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Particularly high-risk will be retroactive discounts where the

volume threshold is tailored to each customer’s total individual

demand for the product. This is because you are hereby

essentially making a discount conditional on the customer placing

all or most of his demand for the product with your business. An

exclusivity discount.

Consider the example illustrated in Figure 2, where the list price

of a product is €5. The customer may, accordingly, buy for

example 500 units (V1) at €5 (P1) per unit.

You know, however, from previous experience and market

intelligence that the customer needs a total of approximately

1,000 units for his production next year. Therefore, you tell him

that he may pay the lesser price of €4 (P2) per unit for all units, if

& when he reaches 1,000 units (V2) during the course of next year.

If he buys less than 1,000 units, the list price of €5 remains.

Price

Volume

P1 €5

V1

500

P2 €4

V2

1,000

Figure 2: Retroactive discount



The customer may be wanting to chase the 1,000 unit volume

target the whole year in order to win the 'all unit' price reduction.

Units he has been purchasing since the beginning of the year.

Such a retroactive scheme can create strong incentives for the

customer to deal more or less exclusively with your company. This

is why it can raise competition law concerns. Similar to retroactive

discounts are lump-sum bonuses paid to the customer if he

reaches a certain volume or if he buys more from you relative to

last year.

Consider staggered, incremental discounts

Instead of applying a retroactive discount scheme you may

consider applying a conditional discount scheme consisting of

incremental price reductions.

Incremental discounts will give the customer a price reduction on

units purchased above a certain volume threshold only.

Considering the previous example, an incremental discount

scheme would mean offering the first 500 units (V1) at €5 (P1) per

unit and any units above and until 1,000 units (V2) at €4 (P2) per

unit. The incremental price-fall is illustrated in Figure 3.
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With the discount applying to units above the threshold only, the

customer in the example will get an average price of €4.5 upon

reaching 1,000 units [(500*€5+500*€4)/1000]. So, the average

price per unit will be half a euro more than with the retroactive

discount. The customer may not be satisfied with this.

However, you can provide the customer with the same average

price of €4 at 1,000 units by for example introducing several

incremental intervals.

This is illustrated in Figure 4, noting that the price of the last unit

sold must always remain above cost.

Price

Volume

P1 €5

V1

500 

P2 €4

V2

1,000 

Figure 3: Incremental discount 
(two intervals)



Thus, with a staggered, incremental discount approach, you can

achieve three important goals:

It may therefore make a lot of sense to convert a retroactive

discount scheme into an incremental one.

1. A good incentive element in your pricing structure.

2. A discount structure that is considerably lower risk from a
competition law perspective than applying a retroactive
discount triggering a price reduction on the customer's entire
purchase.

3. A happy customer as he gets a low average unit price at his
expected total volume which is often key in procurement
decision making.

Price

Volume

P1 €5

V1

200 
V5

1,000

P2 €4.5

P3 €4

P4 €3.5

P5 €3

V2

400 
V3

600 
V4

800 

Figure 4: Incremental discount
(five intervals)

Cost
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Let us help you with the discount design.

Average
unit price
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Justifying a retroactive discount

The guidance above is not to say, however, that a retroactive

discount is illegal by definition and can never be justified.

It can be allowed in certain circumstances. This requires extensive

analysis of the following in particular as to the likely effects of the

discount:

o Rules governing the discount. E.g. how big the scale/spread of

the discount is and how long the reference period is for

pursuing the volume target.

o Where the volume threshold is set relative to the customer's

total demand for the product.

o To what extent the customer's demand is contestable for

competitors.

o Analysing whether equally efficient competitors can profitably

compete for the customer's contestable demand.

o How many customers (i.e. how large a part of the market) is

affected by the discount and other aspects of prevailing

market conditions.

o To what extent the discount reflects you passing on cost-

savings to the customer.

We can help you with this analysis.



3. Price discrimination

Debunking a myth

It is a common myth that companies holding a dominant position

cannot engage in price discrimination unless the price difference

is strictly justified by differences in costs. Market leading

businesses will, accordingly, often be challenged by a customer

complaining that another customer has received a better price.

There may be sound commercial reasons for accommodating

such a dissatisfied customer. Only in rare circumstances,

however, will a dominant company be legally required to

accommodate the dissatisfied customer by way of giving him the

same (low) price as to the other customer.

Pure price discrimination cases are rare

Competition authorities usually welcome the dynamics of

individual price negotiations which necessarily may result in some

customers extracting better prices from the dominant company

than others.

Accordingly, abuse of dominance intervention based solely on the

grounds that one customer has succeeded in negotiating better

terms than another is very rare.
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When can you be required to treat customers equally?

A dominant company may in principle be required to treat its

customers equally in terms of pricing if not doing so would place

one of them at a competitive disadvantage on the customer's

own market.

Such an analysis will depend on prevailing conditions on the

dominant company's market as well as the customer's own

market. We can help you with this analysis and it will usually start

by considering the following questions:

„Is the customer given the higher price actually competing with

the customer that has been given the better price?”

If the customer receiving the relatively higher price is not a

competitor to the customer obtaining the relatively lower price,

then the price discrimination is generally unlikely to place any

customer at a competitive disadvantage on its own market. In

other words, price discrimination cannot distort competition on

any downstream market if the discriminated customers are

active on different downstream markets.



„What role does the product play in the customer's cost

structure?”

Whether price discrimination between competing customers

distorts downstream competition will depend on the

characteristics of your product in the customer's cost structure.

It is important to consider the proportion of the cost of your

product in the customer's total cost of production. If your product

constitutes 1% of the customer's total cost, price discrimination is

less likely to distort downstream competition than if it constitutes

90%.

Moreover, all other things being equal, companies' prices are

generally more sensitive to changes in variable costs than

changes in fixed costs. This means that if your product constitutes

a fixed cost for your customer – i.e. a cost that does not vary

considerably as the customer’s output increases – it is less likely

to distort downstream competition than if it were a variable cost.
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„Does the price discrimination favour your own subsidiaries?”

If the customer obtaining the better price is a (vertically

integrated) company within your own group, there may be a

higher risk of intervention from competition authorities.

This is because the better price relative to the price given to an

external customer is not necessarily a result of the dynamics of

arm's length negotiations but may potentially reflect a strategy of

excluding the downstream competitor from the market. Pricing

that favours your own business will likely have to be analysed

under the prohibition of squeezing the margin of retail

competitors (see Section 5).



4. Price tying/bundling

Price-based tying or bundling may often be overlooked as a

compliance issue among efforts to manage other compliance

matters like ensuring pricing above cost and avoiding

exclusionary discounts.

What is price-based tying/bundling?

Pure tying/bundling is, for example, saying to a customer that he

can only buy your dominant product if he also buys one or more

other (distinct) products from you. This may raise competition law

concerns.

Price-based tying/bundling, on the other hand, is saying to the

customer that he is in principle free to buy the dominant product

without buying any other products. But saying at the same time

that he will get a discount on the dominant product or the basket

of products as a whole if he does.

Price-based tying/bundling can therefore also raise concerns as it

leverages market power on the dominant product in order to

increase sales of other products.
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Competition authorities may intervene against price-based

tying/bundling, for example, upon a complaint from:

o a customer who is dissatisfied with having to buy other

products to get the discount on the dominant product.

o a competitor who feels you are squeezing him from the

market as he is only able to provide customers with

alternatives to some but not all products in your discounted

bundle.

A simple & low risk approach – pricing the dominant product on a

stand-alone basis

A practical, easy way to avoid abuse by price-based tying/bundling

is simply to price the dominant product independently of any

other products.

This means offering any particular price for the dominant product

independently of whether the customer purchases other

products.

Obviously, the independent price must be above cost as you

otherwise may have a predatory pricing issue (see Section 1).



A slightly less simple but more flexible approach – analyzing

exclusionary effects

It is possible to make a tied/bundled discount with a dominant

product compliant. This, however, requires a more extensive

analysis of whether your competitors are likely to be excluded

from the market, particularly regarding the following:

o To what extent the bundled products are actually considered

'distinct' from a competition law perspective.

o To what extent your competitors are able to provide a

competing product bundle and thus able to compete for

customers based on an alternative bundle.

o If your competitors cannot provide a competing bundle, then

to what extent competitors can profitably compete against

each product within the bundle. This may require analysis on

whether the price reduction of the bundle – if a product is

taken out – covers the cost by way of the relevant profitability

benchmark of that product. If there is such cost coverage, it

would indicate that competitors can compete and that there is

no problem.
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5. Squeezing the margin of retail 
competitors

A distinct pricing issue may arise in cases where a dominant

company is active on two distinct levels of the supply chain, e.g.

by supplying retail competitors in addition to supplying end-

customers directly – Illustrated in Figure 5 below:

Abusive margin squeezing may occur if a company dominant on

the wholesale market sets a wholesale price for its retail

competitor that makes it impossible for the retail level competitor

to compete for end-customers. Note that this form of pricing

abuse is distinct from both pricing below cost and discriminating

competing customers.

Dominant company

Retail level
competitor

End-customers

Figure 5: Dominant company 
supplying at wholesale as well as at 
retail level



Indeed, in margin squeeze cases, competition authorities are not

concerned with the absolute price of the product as such. But

rather the spread, i.e. the difference between the price of your

wholesale product and your retail product.

The usual market characteristics that may result in margin
squeeze intervention

Although pricing abuse through margin squeeze can apply in

principle to all markets, cases are mostly common within recently

liberalised industries such as energy and telecoms. And where the

market power of the dominant company reflects control of

essential infrastructure developed under the protection of special

or exclusive rights or has been financed by state resources.

Moreover, in margin squeeze cases, the dominant company's

product will likely be a strictly necessary element in the retail

competitor's operations with there being no viable substitutes.

No requirement to accommodate free-riding resellers

Dominant companies may often be approached by customers

who – in addition to purchasing the volume they need for their

own operations – wish to sell additional volume in competition

with the dominant company.
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Using the threat of a margin squeeze complaint to competition

authorities, such companies will often insist that they are entitled

to purchase additional volume at a price that makes simple &

unrefined reselling profitable.

Importantly, however, the prohibition against abusive margin

squeeze does not mean that a customer can simply demand to

be a profitable reseller of the dominant company's products.

Accordingly, there will generally only be basis for a margin

squeeze intervention to the extent that the customer in question

processes or refines the product or otherwise integrates the

product in the company's own distinct operations.

Cost benchmarks determine the required minimum difference
between wholesale and retail price

Competition authorities apply cost benchmarks to see whether

the price difference between the dominant company's wholesale

product and retail product is sufficient.

The dominant company must ensure that the wholesale price

charged to the retail competitor (A) plus the costs associated with

the dominant company's retail business seen in isolation (B) does

not exceed the price of its retail product (C).

The framework for the analysis is illustrated in Figure 6.



Dominant
company

Retail level
competitor

End-customers

Costs associated with
retail business

Dominant wholesale
business Price of wholesale product

A

Price of retail 
product 

C

B

A B ≤ C+Figure 6: Margin squeeze test ensuring that: 
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Well done!

You’ve passed our Five-point Checklist

for Compliant Pricing. 

Now read our 6 Practical Tips for Efficient Pricing 
Compliance



6 Practical Tips for 
Efficient Pricing 

Compliance
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A company's pricing scheme will often consist of some form of list

price model accompanied by a standardised discount scheme.

These standard pricing tools will often then form the basis for

negotiations with (the biggest) customers on an individual level.

o Have your standard pricing tools reviewed by your (inhouse or

external) abusive pricing expert.

o Instruct the company's sales personnel to report to the

company's legal department (or other person in charge of

competition law compliance) all intended individualised pricing

offers and discount arrangements that deviate from the

approved standard pricing tools.

o Together with your inhouse or external pricing abuse expert,

the legal department will then review the individually

negotiated pricing & discount arrangements.

1 Have a pricing compliance management procedure 



Have your (inhouse or external) pricing abuse expert conduct

training sessions with relevant employees and members of

management. Relevant employees will be sales personnel,

employees that otherwise have direct contact with customers or

influence on pricing decisions.

2 Train the business on pricing compliance

Rarely is there a pricing abuse decision from competition

authorities without some kind of damning communication by the

dominant company.

Unfortunate content of emails or text-messages – e.g. to the

effect of the company wanting to drive out a particular

competitor or granting a discount to a customer on the condition

of exclusivity – will often be crucial evidence on which competition

authorities builds an entire case.

Trying to explain to competition authorities that such

communication is misunderstood or taken out of context will

often be in vain. Competition authorities have plenty of ways to

get hold of such internal and external communication. They may

receive it from competitors or customers as part of a complaint or

get it themselves through unannounced inspections (dawn raids).

3 Instruct the business on careful communication –
both internally as well as externally
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Knowing your business' exact cost benchmarks based on its

particular cost structure will give your business more flexibility as

you will know exactly how low you can go in terms of pricing in

various scenarios.

Let us help you to find your short and long term profitability

benchmarks.

4 Identify your cost benchmarks

Like all other resources, compliance resources are limited. It is

therefore worthwhile to focus efforts on situations where there is

a high practical risk of exposure. This will usually be situations

that could potentially result in a complaint to competition

authorities by a customer or competitor.

For example, you will want to review particularly thoroughly

pricing & discount offers – including the accompanying

communication – presented to major & key customers of your

competitors.

The same goes for pricing & discount offers to customers that

have previously challenged your terms on competition law (or

other legal) grounds or even submitted a complaint to

competition authorities.

5 Focus compliance resources on where there is a
high risk of a complaint



Many lawyers and business people alike say that competition law

is the legal field with the most grey areas. This is particularly true

when it comes to pricing abuse.

During ordinary course of business, you are bound to come

across many situations in which you enter a grey area of potential

abusive pricing.

It's in these critical, commercial grey areas, where the right legal

adviser will make all the difference when you want to grow the

business and still stay compliant.

Szecskay Attorneys at Law has extensive experience in advising

dominant companies on pricing structures and discount schemes.

Often it may take little more than a phone conversation or brief

email exchange with us to make the necessary tweaks to the

pricing & discount scheme.

One of the benefits of using us as an external pricing abuse

expert is that all correspondence is subject to LEGAL

PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGE (LPP). This means that you can disclose

sensitive information and potentially problematic issues through

email without competition authorities being allowed to seize and

read it. Even in the event of a dawn raid.

6 Consult external pricing abuse experts in critical
grey areas
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Your correspondence with your inhouse legal department

unfortunately may not be covered by LPP, unless an external

competition law counsel is involved.

Use us as your strategic pricing-abuse expert and advisory

partner to grow your business & stay compliant.
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Notes
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Minimising risk. 

Maximising oppurtunity.

Through clear & operational advice.

This guide seeks to present the general framework for how to avoid abusive pricing. All
pricing and discounts must be considered individually on the basis of a case-by-case
assessment. This guide is not and cannot replace legal advice. Szecskay Attorneys at Law is
not liable for any damage or loss, which has occurred directly or indirectly as a result of its
use.


